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SERVICE
John 13:1-20; John 12:24-26

SECTION 1: What is the pattern of this world?
Preface: Service is to use what God has given you to ________
___________.
The pattern of this world is to too quickly assume that the
needs we see are _____________ _______ _________________.
SECTION 2: How does Jesus invite us to be transformed?
1. The transformation Jesus invites us to is to follow his
example of ___________ _________.
SECTION 3: How will we test and approve (“try and see”) this
practice together?
We pray for an ongoing transformation of _______ (_______
____ ______) while we _______ ___________.
Very truly, I tell you, unless a grain of wheat falls into
the earth and dies, it remains just a single grain;
but if it dies, it bears much fruit. – John 12:24

take the opportunities. At the end of the day, reflect on your
experience.
Serve in a "small" way and/or with something that you won’t
get any credit for. Consider the service of hiddenness and through
things that seem inconsequential, “beneath you,” or “too small.”
Examples can include cleaning a toilet bowl or bathroom in your
workplace or home, picking up trash in a park, returning the far-off
shopping carts in the Costco parking lot, doing a household chore
that “isn’t your job,” removing and properly dumping trash left
outside of donation bins, etc.
Join your church family and serve at Sunridge. Inquire about
(visit our staff directory at sunridgechurch.org) and then find a place
to serve. Email Haley (Amy in the interim!), Danny, or Teddi about
serving in children’s, middle school, or high school. Email Bob
about ushering and security. Email Heather about starting a home
group (you can lead or just host with your home). Email Pam about
midweek childcare and donate your paycheck. Email Lisa about
local opportunities or creative brainstorming. Email Marla about
counseling or grief/divorce care. Email Ken about first impressions
or greeting. Still not sure? Grab coffee with Jed ;)
Serve with hospitality and the desire to listen and learn.
Open your home to someone God has put on your heart. Serve
them a meal and/or beverage and approach that time with the
intention to not only serve them with food or drink but with your
ears and presence.
Design your own practice of service and write it here:

PRACTICING PRAYER:
Begin the day with the Daily Meditation and then choose one of the
practices.

Daily Meditation: Begin each morning this week by meditating on
John 12:24-26. On one day during the week, consider reading all
the way through John 13:26 to see the continuity.
Begin the day with this prayer: “Lord Jesus, as it would
please you, bring someone today who I can serve.” Then, for the
remainder of the day, be attentive to people and opportunities to
serve and, rather than waiting for someone else or passing them by,

TALK IT OVER
What thought from the message was most helpful to you? What
thought was most challenging?
Share about a time where someone served you and it impacted you.
In what ways have you struggled with assuming that fulfilling
someone’s needs is not your responsibility but someone else’s?
How does a denial of self and praying for that transformation of
heart expand our views of serving, volunteering, or our everyday
lives? How can we both pray and start serving to grow in this way?
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SERVICE
John 13:1-20; John 12:24-26

SECTION 1: What is the pattern of this world?
Preface: Service is to use what God has given you to SERVE
OTHERS.
The pattern of this world is to too quickly assume that the
needs we see are SOMEONE ELSE’S RESPONSIBILITY.
SECTION 2: How does Jesus invite us to be transformed?
1. The transformation Jesus invites us to is to follow his
example of SERVING OTHERS.
SECTION 3: How will we test and approve (“try and see”) this
practice together?
We pray for an ongoing transformation of HEART (DENIAL OF
SELF) while we START SERVING.
Very truly, I tell you, unless a grain of wheat falls into
the earth and dies, it remains just a single grain;
but if it dies, it bears much fruit. – John 12:24

take the opportunities. At the end of the day, reflect on your
experience.
Serve in a "small" way and/or with something that you won’t
get any credit for. Consider the service of hiddenness and through
things that seem inconsequential, “beneath you,” or “too small.”
Examples can include cleaning a toilet bowl or bathroom in your
workplace or home, picking up trash in a park, returning the far-off
shopping carts in the Costco parking lot, doing a household chore
that “isn’t your job,” removing and properly dumping trash left
outside of donation bins, etc.
Join your church family and serve at Sunridge. Inquire about
(visit our staff directory at sunridgechurch.org) and then find a place
to serve. Email Haley (Amy in the interim!), Danny, or Teddi about
serving in children’s, middle school, or high school. Email Bob
about ushering and security. Email Heather about starting a home
group (you can lead or just host with your home). Email Pam about
midweek childcare and donate your paycheck. Email Lisa about
local opportunities or creative brainstorming. Email Marla about
counseling or grief/divorce care. Email Ken about first impressions
or greeting. Still not sure? Grab coffee with Jed ;)
Serve with hospitality and the desire to listen and learn.
Open your home to someone God has put on your heart. Serve
them a meal and/or beverage and approach that time with the
intention to not only serve them with food or drink but with your
ears and presence.
Design your own practice of service and write it here:

PRACTICING PRAYER:
Begin the day with the Daily Meditation and then choose one of the
practices.

Daily Meditation: Begin each morning this week by meditating on
John 12:24-26. On one day during the week, consider reading all
the way through John 13:26 to see the continuity.
Begin the day with this prayer: “Lord Jesus, as it would
please you, bring someone today who I can serve.” Then, for the
remainder of the day, be attentive to people and opportunities to
serve and, rather than waiting for someone else or passing them by,

TALK IT OVER
What thought from the message was most helpful to you? What
thought was most challenging?
Share about a time where someone served you and it impacted you.
In what ways have you struggled with assuming that fulfilling
someone’s needs is not your responsibility but someone else’s?
How does a denial of self and praying for that transformation of
heart expand our views of serving, volunteering, or our everyday
lives? How can we both pray and start serving to grow in this way?

